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CORRIGENDUM
A Correction to the Paper ‘‘Non-Integrability Criteria for
Hamiltonians in the Case of Lame Normal
Variational Equations’’
In the Paper ‘‘Non-Integrability Criteria for Hamiltonians in the Case of
Lame Normal Variational Equations’’ [1], a classification of the potentials
giving rise to Lame normal variational equations and criteria of non-
integrability were given. Unfortunately a mistake in one sign propagated
through the paper. In this note we correct this mistake, and we also take
this opportunity to correct some misprints which may lead to confusion.
The results are the same, except for minor modifications in some formulas.
We list the corrections according to their sequence in [1].
v On p. 114, formula (13), the second and third lines should start as
&12BA and 12B2A, respectively. (The signs are changed).
v On p. 119, Lemma 2, part (2), one should read b21&3c1 a1=0. (The
exponent 3 has been modified to 2.)
v Same modification on p. 120, third line of Proposition 1.
v Same page, line 15 from top, should be B=&B (3a1). (The sign was
missing.)
v Same page, in the expression for Dm (B , C , D ), a minus (&) sign is
missing in all the main diagonal entries. This is the main mistake.
v On p.121, in exceptional case (c) of Proposition 2, one should have
d 2=&11b 1c 2 64 and d 1=&11b 1 c 1 64&45d 31 65536. (The coefficients
have been changed.)
v On the same page, in the proof of Proposition 2, in the paragraph
starting ‘‘If m=3,’’ two of the coefficients must be changed to C3,0, 0=
&35429400 and C1, 1, 0=&8868372480.
v On p. 124, formula (28), a minus (&) sign was missing after the =
symbol.
v On the same page, the lines following formula (28) should read:
. . . started with 2 m, 0=1. Of course, the desired value Dm(1, 0, 0) is equal
to 2 m, m . An elementary computation with (28) modulo 6 shows that
2 m, m#3 (mod 6) for all m # N. Hence Cm, 0, 0{0.
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v On the same page, line 2 from the bottom should read ‘‘that, except
by the trivial factor &18(4m2&1), C1, 0, (m&1)3 is the sum . . .’’.
v The changes in the coefficients modify, in particular, the functions ;
and # introduced in Remark 2 (p. 125). This modifies Fig. 1, but the
modification are far below what can be detected visually. The caption has
to be corrected as follows:
Fig. 1. The coefficients ; and # as functions of m for m between 4 and 1000. For scaling
reasons we have replaced B, C, D by 2B, C2, D8, respectively, and the coefficients Ci, j, k ,
entering in the expression of ; and # have been divided by (36(1&4m2))m, where
m=i+2j+3k is the weight of the coefficient, before the computation of ; and #. For each
one of these two functions one plots the respective argsh as a function of m.
v On p. 127, case (2.3) of Theorem 2, the coefficients should be changed
as follows: m=3 and 16a1d2+11b1c2=0, 1024a21d1+704a1 b1c1+45b
3
1=0.
v Same Theorem, second line of case (3), should be b21&3c1a1=0.
(The exponent 3 has been modified to 2.)
v Same modification in the last line on p. 127.
v On p. 128, case (ii) of the necessary conditions for the integrability
of quartic potentials should be c2s2=163 and c2s1+d2s2=0, or c2s2=
16(4m2&1), m3, m odd, and d2=s1=0.
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